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Grant Shared With
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Grant Award*

Elementary Schools
Ardmore Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-07

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

3-5

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

$600.00

$10,500.00

Bennett Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-05

Glass Fusing Workshop

4-5

Crubaugh, Lisa

Students will attend an art & science workshop with a professional glass artist to create a fused glass tile and the culminating
project of the two dimensional design unit in visual art.

$700.00

E-23

Author visit by Ben Clanton

K-2

Figdore, Karinn

Enatai, Clyde Hill, Phantom Local author-illustrator Ben Clanton will present his books to the primary elementary students, discuss the process of making
Lake, Bennett, Medina
books, and make drawings for and with the kids.

$2,500.00

$600.00

Cherry Crest Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-06

Storyteller Jim Cogan

Hayfield, Melissa

Cherry Crest, Lake Hills,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson

Students will share a presentation/performance on traditional storytelling with Jim Cogan; he teaches students of all ages about
the power of language, imagery, story, voice and culture. A complement to Social Studies and Language Arts Frameworks, the
programs link folklore, fables, history, legends, myth and personal memory with animated storytelling skills giving students a
creative and exciting 45 minutes of involved, focused educational programming.

$600.00

K-2

$600.00
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E-07

Title

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

Grade

3-5

Teacher

Grant Shared With

Description

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

"Peter and the Wolf is a classic fairy-tale written by Prokofief for his children and set to his own unforgettable music. Hear Peter
and his friends the Bird, the Cat, the Duck and grumpy Old Grandfather as they outwit the villainous Wolf. The members of the
Philharmonic Wind Quintet will also demonstrate their respective instruments (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and French horn),
have a Name-That-Tune contest with the students, perform some well- known American Folk Songs by Stephen Foster and/or
Richard Rogers "Sound of Music" and answer questions at the end of the performance.

Grant Award*

$10,500.00

E-08

Peter and the Wolf Wind Quintet Performance

K-5

Panther, Steven

Cherry Crest, Sherwood
Forest, Stevenson

E-54

Community Art Cars

4-5

Holloway, Jessica

A local art car artist will visit both schools to teach students about her art, after which students will research a cause that is
Phantom Lake, Cherry Crest meaningful to them and create a miniature art car (paper-mache over 5 inch toy cars) to promote awareness of that cause in the
community.

$437.00

$600.00

$750.00

Clyde Hill Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-10

Peter Donaldson: Legend of Eagle Eye and Salmon Man

4th

Butler, Dani

An inquiry based curriculum resource using stories to affirm deeper values of cultural identity and core knowledge. Students
learn about North West Native American and experience the salmon ceremonies.

$900.00

E-11

A Kindergarten field trip to Alki Beach

K

Hassan, Homa

All Kindergarten students at Clyde Hill Elementary will be given a chance to learn through hands-on interaction with live ocean
creatures to improve scientific knowledge and skills.

$300.00

E-23

Author visit by Ben Clanton

K-2

Figdore, Karinn

Enatai, Clyde Hill, Phantom Local author-illustrator Ben Clanton will present his books to the primary elementary students, discuss the process of making
Lake, Bennett, Medina
books, and make drawings for and with the kids.

$2,500.00

Eastgate Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

$600.00
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Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

Grant Award*

E-07

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

3-5

Lux, Janna

E-15

24 Ukuleles

3-4

Quatrone, Rachel

Will help purchase 24 ukuleles and curriculum for use by the 3rd and 4th grade music students at Eastgate Elementary.

$1,000.00

E-16

Fifth grade hands-on Oceanography Experience

5th

Faulkner, Doug

Fifth grade students in three classrooms will participate in hands-on science experiments and discussions with professional
marine scientists during a five hour boat cruise around Puget Sound.

$1,000.00

E-19

Young Authors' Conference

K-5

Foster, Nancy

For an entire morning, students will be inspired by a published children's author and showcase their own published books.

$500.00

$600.00

$10,500.00

Enatai Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-20

Glass Fusing Workshop for 4th and 5th grade students

5th

Bena, Mary

Students will attend a presentation/workshop with a professional glass artist and then create glass fused tiles as the culminating
project of a two-dimensional unit in art.

$480.00

E-21

Museum of Flight: Mission to Mars

5th

Chun, Monica

Fifth grade students will travel to the Museum of Flight to work in the Challenger Learning Center and create their own Voyage to
Mars.

$750.00

E-22

Memory Project

4th

Davidson, Jenny

Students will use their art skills to help children in a Syrian refugee camp feel valued and important by creating portraits for those
children based on photos supplies by The Memory Project.

$368.00

E-23

Author visit by Ben Clanton

K-2

Figdore, Karinn

E-26

Washington State History Museum

E-28

Rhythm Ambassadors

4th

Enatai, Clyde Hill, Phantom Local author-illustrator Ben Clanton will present his books to the primary elementary students, discuss the process of making
Lake, Bennett, Medina
books, and make drawings for and with the kids.
Day long trip to enhance fourth grade learning of early Washington state History, with Particular emphasis on Pioneers,
Explorers and Native Americans in the Pacific Northwest.

Pearson, Margaret

K-5

Peterson, Sharon

Enatai, Phantom Lake,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson, Woodridge

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

$2,500.00
$350.00

Students will get an opportunity to witness the complexity and diversity of Afrolatin and Caribbean culture through the art of
traditional music and dance. Rhythm Ambassadors will bring multiple artists for an all-school performance at each elementary
school. Their percussionists and dancers create a high-energy aural, visual and cultural experience for students. This is a highly
interactive assembly with students participating throughout.

$3,500.00

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

$600.00

Jing Mei Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain
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E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-07

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

3-5

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

E-32

Toy Maker

K-5

Lee, Charleen

E-33

Growing Gardens

E-35

IChinese Reader

K-5

Lo, Monica

Online resource for teachers to provide Chinese literacy materials at each student's just right reading level, supporting thematic
units in Chinese Curriculum concept maps, aligned with ACTFL proficiency standards that assess progress.

E-37

Stem Professionals

4-5

Sakaue, Dan

Fourth and fifth grade classes will partner with predominantly female science and technology professional to chare real-life
challenges in a STEM field and visit the professionals' workplaces.

$177.00

E-38

Art Workshop

K-5

Tan, Dongmei

Grades K - 5 will attend a three-hour workshop focused on Chines art and culture given by Teaching Artists from the Seattle Art
Museum.

$400.00

$600.00

1st & 3rd Hsiung, Hui-Chen

Lake Hills Elementary

Description

Grant Award*

$10,500.00

The Toy that Built Math is a 45-minute assembly program by toy inventor and educator Rick Hartman. Programs uses large scale
props, audience participation and humor to create an entertaining educational and memorable experience.

$250.00

Students in first and third grades will read a book in Chinese about the garden and work with their teachers to plant a community
garden for the school.

$370.00
$1,000.00

E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-06

Storyteller Jim Cogan

K-2

Hayfield, Melissa

Cherry Crest, Lake Hills,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson

Students will share a presentation/performance on traditional storytelling with Jim Cogan; he teaches students of all ages about
the power of language, imagery, story, voice and culture. A complement to Social Studies and Language Arts Frameworks, the
programs link folklore, fables, history, legends, myth and personal memory with animated storytelling skills giving students a
creative and exciting 45 minutes of involved, focused educational programming.

$600.00

E-39

Toy Maker

K-5

Jones, Chris

Locally and nationally recognized Rick Hartman presents principals of physics using monster sized toys to bring K-5 students
face to face with big ideas that enhance their learning of BSD and Washington state's physical science standards. The evening
workshop will engage families in construction creation of various take-home toys.

$1,500.00

E-42

4th Grade Young Scientists at Mercer Slough Environmental
Center

Pothitou-West, Lena

Fourth grade students will visit the Bellevue Mercer Slough Environmental Education Center and will use scientific skills to find,
investigate and observe living organisms.

$495.00

4th
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Title

E-44

Of Cedar and Salmon - Dawning of Tradition

E-45

Growing Towards Equity

E-49A

E-66

Lake Hills is United Against Bullying
Washington State History – A Dramatic Exploration Through the
Eyes of Salmon

Grade

4th
K-5

Teacher

Grant Shared With

Description

Grant Award*

Pothitou-West, Lena

Native American historical organization of Cedar and Salmon presents an interactive workshop "Dawning of Tradition" for the
fourth grade to bring to life the history of the first people of the Pacific NW, as well as the study of WA State history.

Roberts, Elizabeth

To infuse the library with a significant number of Spanish language books to create more equity in the library for our dual
language and native Spanish speakers.

$1,000.00

We would like author Trudy Ludwig to visit our school for 2 student assemblies and an evening parent presentation.

$2,700.00

$2,000.00

K-5 + Miller, Jennifer &
parents Szymala, Justine
4th

Myrick, Linda

Somerset, Lake Hills

Educator and Curriculum Designer, Peter Donaldson will guide Somerset’s 4th grade classes in a dramatic exploration of
Washington State history through the eyes of Salmon.

$300.00

Medina Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-23

Author visit by Ben Clanton

K-2

Figdore, Karinn

Enatai, Clyde Hill, Phantom Local author-illustrator Ben Clanton will present his books to the primary elementary students, discuss the process of making
Lake, Bennett, Medina
books, and make drawings for and with the kids.

$600.00

$2,500.00

Newport Heights Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-07

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

3-5

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

E-50

STEM

5th

Butler, Kristin

The fifth grade students at Newport Heights Elementary will engage in a year long exploration of STEM and will use engineering
to solve problems throughout the year.

$1,000.00

E-51

Salmon

4th

Lile, Lindsay

Students will raise salmon and release them in a local stream, extending their understanding of the significance of this species to
the northwest.

$1,010.00

5th

Shelton, Patty

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

$600.00

$600.00

$10,500.00

Phantom Lake Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

All elementary
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E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-23

Author visit by Ben Clanton

K-2

Figdore, Karinn

Enatai, Clyde Hill, Phantom Local author-illustrator Ben Clanton will present his books to the primary elementary students, discuss the process of making
Lake, Bennett, Medina
books, and make drawings for and with the kids.

E-28

Rhythm Ambassadors

K-5

Peterson, Sharon

Enatai, Phantom Lake,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson, Woodridge

Students will get an opportunity to witness the complexity and diversity of Afrolatin and Caribbean culture through the art of
traditional music and dance. Rhythm Ambassadors will bring multiple artists for an all-school performance at each elementary
school. Their percussionists and dancers create a high-energy aural, visual and cultural experience for students. This is a highly
interactive assembly with students participating throughout.

$3,500.00

E-54

Community Art Cars

4-5

Holloway, Jessica

A local art car artist will visit both schools to teach students about her art, after which students ill research a cause that is
Phantom Lake, Cherry Crest meaningful to them and create a miniature art car (paper-mache over 5 inch toy cars) to promote awareness of that cause in the
community.

$437.00

E-55

Seattle Aquarium Experience

3rd

McGaffey, Lisa

After completing an expository writing assignment about an ocean creature, our third graders will visit the Seattle Aquarium and
explore the exhibits as well as take part in a hands-on class taught by Aquarium educators.

$500.00

E-56

Step into the Past at the Washington State History Museum

4th

McGlocklin, Karen

Our fourth grade students will step into the past and see history come to life investigating the history mysteries of our state at the
Washington State History Museum.

$450.00

E-57

Exploring the Wetlands at the Mercer Slough Environmental
Education Center

4th

Sherman, Chelsea

Students will become wetland naturalists at the Mercer Slough, where they will explore our city's 320-acre wetland park
investigate unique wildlife habitats on a guided hike, and examine samples of pond water and soil in the laboratory.

$400.00

$600.00

$2,500.00

Puesta del Sol Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-07

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

3-5

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

$10,500.00

Sherwood Forest Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

$600.00
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E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-06

Storyteller Jim Cogan

K-2

Hayfield, Melissa

Cherry Crest, Lake Hills,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson

Students will share a presentation/performance on traditional storytelling with Jim Cogan; he teaches students of all ages about
the power of language, imagery, story, voice and culture. A complement to Social Studies and Language Arts Frameworks, the
programs link folklore, fables, history, legends, myth and personal memory with animated storytelling skills giving students a
creative and exciting 45 minutes of involved, focused educational programming.

$600.00

E-07

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

3-5

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

"Peter and the Wolf is a classic fairy-tale written by Prokofief for his children and set to his own unforgettable music. Hear Peter
and his friends the Bird, the Cat, the Duck and grumpy Old Grandfather as they outwit the villainous Wolf. The members of the
Philharmonic Wind Quintet will also demonstrate their respective instruments (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and French horn),
have a Name-That-Tune contest with the students, perform some well- known American Folk Songs by Stephen Foster and/or
Richard Rogers "Sound of Music" and answer questions at the end of the performance.

$750.00

Students will get an opportunity to witness the complexity and diversity of Afrolatin and Caribbean culture through the art of
traditional music and dance. Rhythm Ambassadors will bring multiple artists for an all-school performance at each elementary
school. Their percussionists and dancers create a high-energy aural, visual and cultural experience for students. This is a highly
interactive assembly with students participating throughout.

$3,500.00

$1,000.00

$10,500.00

E-08

Peter and the Wolf Wind Quintet Performance

K-5

Panther, Steven

Cherry Crest, Sherwood
Forest, Stevenson

E-28

Rhythm Ambassadors

K-5

Peterson, Sharon

Enatai, Phantom Lake,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson, Woodridge

E-59

Goodnight Moon and Runaway Bunny Play

1st

Galanti, Bryson

Students will attend the theatre and watch a live version of books they have previously read in class and library. The project
brings to life on stage what they have been studying in class and shows story telling in a different format.

E-60

Creating a Salmon Habitat to appreciate need to preserved
biologic diversity.

4th

Lifson, Meira

Salmon incubation programs will benefit all 4th grade students. They will study and care for the salmon throughout the winter
and spring. Will include two field trips, one to Issaquah Salmon Hatchery and one to release the fingerling salmon in the spring.

E-61

Last Stop on Market Street by Book-It Repertory Theatre

K-5

Mowat, Nancy

Last Stop on Market Street by Book-It Repertory Theatre is a bilingual performance telling the story of CJ and his grandmother’s
weekly trip through town to volunteer at a homeless shelter and the lessons they learn.

$1,140.00

$600.00

$666.00

Somerset Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00
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E-66

Washington State History – A Dramatic Exploration Through the
Eyes of Salmon

4th

Myrick, Linda

E-67

Jolts & Volts

3rd

Palmer, Kimberly

Science Show (general assembly) with Tesla Coil and Van De Graaff Generator for entire school (730 students)+ (3) 3rd Grade
GESP Classroom workshop include deeper engagement regarding open/closed circuits with energy ball, circuit cards, and
battery exercises.

E-68

The Dramatic Story of American Independence

5th

Rogers, Duncan

Fifth grade students at Somerset will use drama to research, rehearse, reenact and reflect on events and personalities related to
the story of how America gained independence from England.

$1,000.00

$600.00

Somerset, Lake Hills

Educator and Curriculum Designer, Peter Donaldson will guide Somerset’s 4th grade classes in a dramatic exploration of
Washington State history through the eyes of Salmon.

Grant Award*

$2,000.00

$500.00

Spiritridge Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

E-07

Author Visit by Kirby Larson

3-5

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

$10,500.00

E-72

Peter Donaldson’s Trade, Treaties and Chief Seattle’s Speech
Assembly and Workshops

4th

Holthaus, Sarah

To bring educational storyteller, Peter Donaldson, into our 4th grade classrooms to experience his Trade, Treaties and Chief
Seattle’s Speech assembly and workshops.

$480.00

E-73

The Storybook Theatre

K-1

Howell, Catie and
Tanya Avilez

Students will engage in watching a theater performance, while working on their listening skills, their writing skills and
comprehension about the performance.

$675.00

E-74

Peter Donaldson Declaration of Independence

Emma Van Ryn

A multi-day interactive assembly and classroom workshop series focused on the people and events that led up to the signing of
the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776.

$500.00

E-75

Art of Discovery Project

Vanderkolk, Annie

The Bellevue Arts Museum will deliver 8-10 pieces of fine art for us to set up a mini museum for 2 weeks for students to explore
fine art and understand what it means to them.

$200.00

A hands-on learning experience of motion, matter, and parachutes at the Museum of Flight

$450.00

$600.00

E-77B

The Museum of Flight

5th
K-5

2nd
GESP & Young, Katie
3rd

Stevenson Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00
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Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00

K-2

Hayfield, Melissa

Cherry Crest, Lake Hills,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson

Students will share a presentation/performance on traditional storytelling with Jim Cogan; he teaches students of all ages about
the power of language, imagery, story, voice and culture. A complement to Social Studies and Language Arts Frameworks, the
programs link folklore, fables, history, legends, myth and personal memory with animated storytelling skills giving students a
creative and exciting 45 minutes of involved, focused educational programming.

$600.00

3-5

Lux, Janna

Cherry Crest, Sherwood Forest,
Woodridge, Puesta del Sol, Jing As she shares her historical fiction and nonfiction books, award winning author Kirby Larson will inspire passion for writing as
Mei, Newport Heights, Eastgate, well as teach valuable skills for researching and storytelling.
Ardmore, Spiritridge, Stevenson

"Peter and the Wolf is a classic fairy-tale written by Prokofief for his children and set to his own unforgettable music. Hear Peter
and his friends the Bird, the Cat, the Duck and grumpy Old Grandfather as they outwit the villainous Wolf. The members of the
Philharmonic Wind Quintet will also demonstrate their respective instruments (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and French horn),
have a Name-That-Tune contest with the students, perform some well- known American Folk Songs by Stephen Foster and/or
Richard Rogers "Sound of Music" and answer questions at the end of the performance.

$750.00

Students will get an opportunity to witness the complexity and diversity of Afrolatin and Caribbean culture through the art of
traditional music and dance. Rhythm Ambassadors will bring multiple artists for an all-school performance at each elementary
school. Their percussionists and dancers create a high-energy aural, visual and cultural experience for students. This is a highly
interactive assembly with students participating throughout.

$3,500.00

4th

$10,500.00

E-08

Peter and the Wolf Wind Quintet Performance

K-5

Panther, Steven

Cherry Crest, Sherwood
Forest, Stevenson

E-28

Rhythm Ambassadors

K-5

Peterson, Sharon

Enatai, Phantom Lake,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson, Woodridge

E-78

Pacific Science Center - Space Odyssey

K-5

Bird, Anna

All School Assembly, interactive mini-science exhibit with experiments, plus 10 classroom lessons that will generate excitement
about electricity, sound, lenses, magnets and simple machines. Students will be shocked at the remarkable ways physics helps
to explain the world around them.

$1,000.00

E-79

Spanish Language Novel Collection for Library

K-5

Ching, Jennifer

Purchase of books in Spanish for the school library to support our Spanish-speaking population and Stevenson.

$1,000.00

E-80

Rick Hartman: The Toy That Math Built - Supports Math and
Family Involvement and Engagement

K-5

Ching, Jennifer

The Toy that Math Built is a 45-minute assembly program by toy inventor and educator Rick Hartman. Programs uses large scale
props, audience participation and humor to create an entertaining educational and memorable experience.

$1,525.00

E-81

Art/Poetry Workshop with local Author

4-5

Eggink, Aimee

Local author/illustrator Vikram Madam will visit the school and lead workshops for 4th and 5th graders in creative writing and
artwork, which students will then continue to work on back in class.

$300.00

$600.00

Woodridge Elementary
E-02

Our Revolution - Story of a black family's experience during the
colonial conflict with Britain

5th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fifth grade students study the tensions and events leading up to the American Revolution to learn about the British and Colonial
perspectives. This performance will add another viewpoint, that of a black man who joins the Continental Army.

E-03

Island of Hope – An Immigrant Family’s Risky Journey to America

3rd

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Third grade students will learn about the experiences of immigrants who arrived in Bellevue around the turn of the century
through the Bellevue Then and Now local history primary sources.

$1,700.00

E-04

Klondike: The Last Adventure

4th

Shelton, Patty

All elementary

Fourth grade students learn about Washington State in the past and the present. This performance will illuminate aspects of the
gold runs and its impact on individuals and the local economy through the story of one woman's adventures.

$1,700.00
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Students will get an opportunity to witness the complexity and diversity of Afrolatin and Caribbean culture through the art of
traditional music and dance. Rhythm Ambassadors will bring multiple artists for an all-school performance at each elementary
school. Their percussionists and dancers create a high-energy aural, visual and cultural experience for students. This is a highly
interactive assembly with students participating throughout.

$3,500.00

Cannon-Kyte, Janice

Students will attend the theatre and watch a live version of books they have previously read in class and library. The project
brings to life on stage what they have been studying in class and shows story telling in a different format.

$1,000.00

4th

Greisen, Debbie

We will take all Woodridge 4th grade students to the Washington State History Museum where they will have a chance to
interact with, study, and take research notes on topics related to Washington State.

$450.00

Listen While They Read: Connecting Struggling Readers with
Great Books

4-5

Peterson, Linda

The purchase of excellent, high interest audiobooks would enable 4th-5th grade struggling, reluctant and ELL students to
participate in two Pacific NW book award programs and also at the same time help the students' reading and thus encourage
reading.

$565.00

Dual Language Books

1-5

Ghardwaj, Chitra

Building an equitable and culturally responsive library by providing students access to books in their native language by building
a school library in different languages. The purpose of this initiative is to propose productive ways the teachers and school can
approach linguistic diversity so that we can teach language minority students ot high levels of achievement.

$250.00

E-28

Rhythm Ambassadors

E-84

Goodnight Moon and Runaway Bunny Play

E-85

Bringing WA State history to Life by Exploring of the WA State
History Museum

E-86

E-87

K-5

K

Peterson, Sharon

Enatai, Phantom Lake,
Sherwood Forest,
Stevenson, Woodridge

Middle & High Schools
Bellevue High School
S-06

Vocal Coaches/Private Voice Lessons for Concert Choir, Chorale,
Treble Choir, and Bellairs

9th-12th Jacobsen, Andrew

This project will enable vocal coaches to come in twice a month to coach the choirs at BHS.

$400.00

S-07

FIRST Robotics 2016-2017 Competition

9th-12th Le, Jessica

FIRST Robotics holds a competition which lasts a period of 6 weeks for building with up to another 12 weeks for the actual
competition. Our project is to actively prepare and build a successful robot to compete in the 2016-17 FIRST Robotics
Competition.

$500.00

S-08

Field Trip for French 4 to Seattle Art Museum "Yves Saint Laurent:
9th - 12th Nelson, Leigh
The perfection of Style" Exhibit

Field trip for French levels 4, to Seattle Art Museum exhibit "Yves Saint Laurent: The perfection of Style" Exhibit.

$500.00

S-09

Terra Cotta Warriors

S-10

Raku for High School Ceramics

9th-12th Yale, Hannah

S-37

Odle Rocketry Seeks TARC Registration, TARC Materials, and
Club Efficiency

6th - 8th Williams, Brendan

9th

Schmidt, Carol &
Alexander, Lori

Odle, Sammamish,
Bellevue, Interlake

All students enrolled in "foundations of World History" will have the rare opportunity to see the terra cotta Warriors of China and
other artifacts from the first Imperial Dynasty, the Qin. They will also be able to view a film "Mysteriest of China" at the Pacific
Science Center this Spring of 2017.

$2,500.00

I am applying for my Ceramic 1 and Ceramic 2 students to have the opportunity to participate in a traditional Japanese ceramic
firing technique called "raku"; the service is provided by Seattle Pottery Supply.

$325.00

A TARC team needs a minimum of $1000 to design, build, fly and revise one of two TARC rockets and this grant request seeks
to offset this cost while also replacing and acquiring equipment to increase our club's efficiency.

$1,100.00

Fieldtrip to Tree House Point located in Issaquah to launch a 6th grade math project. Students view & take measurements of
actual tree houses before they design their own scaled down model of a tree house.

$1,000.00

Big Picture School
S-12

Fieldtrip to Tree House Point located in Issaquah to launch a 6th
grade math project.

6th

Park, Charmee
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Chinook Middle School
Odle, Chinook, Tyee, Highland, Students will learn what it means to be an informed and responsible citizen and commit their time and energy to serve the global
International, Tillicum
community.

$1,137.00

Highland, Odle, Tillicum,
Tyee, Chinook

$2,000.00

S-01

Commitment to Global Citizenship & Service

S-02

A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution by Ji-Li Jiang

S-13

Chinook Women's, Entry, & Boys' Choirs Community Service
Tours

6th - 8th Ambruster, Angela

Chinook choir students will prepare and present to audiences at Sunrise Senior Living, Crossroads Malls & The Garden Club
Senior Living Community.

$250.00

S-16

Robotics Club at Chinook Middle School

6th -8th Matthews, Larry

This grant will be used to fund a competitive Robotics club at Chinook Middle School.

$750.00

6th - 7th Shelton, Patty

7th

Shelton, Patty

Red Scarf Girl author Ji-Li Jiang, will share her childhood experiences during the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution and host a Q
and A session at each middle school.

Highland Middle School
S-01

Commitment to Global Citizenship & Service

S-02

A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution by Ji-Li Jiang

7th

Shelton, Patty

S-17

Advanced Band Pacific Lutheran University Workshop & Visit

8th

Davis, Mary

S-19B

S-45

6th - 7th Shelton, Patty

Odle, Chinook, Tyee, Highland, Students will learn what it means to be an informed and responsible citizen and commit their time and energy to serve the global
International, Tillicum
community.

Highland, Odle, Tillicum,
Tyee, Chinook

$1,137.00

Red Scarf Girl author Ji-Li Jiang, will share her childhood experiences during the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution and host a Q
and A session at each middle school.

$2,000.00

A college visit to PLU will allow middle to low income students the opportunity to not only visit a college campus, but also the
opportunity to work with professors and students in the Music program.

$1,300.00

The BOOM Experience

7th-12th Roberson, Krischana

Odle, Interlake, Sammamish

Books & workbooks are needed for a focused session targeting our most challenged youth across the Bellevue School District
who are participating in The BOOM Experience.

$1,000.00

Near-space Satellite Atmospheric Research Project

6th-8th

Tyee, Tillicum, Highland

Near-space research is an authentic activity that uses all the skills that comprise the STEM acronym and is used by NASA and
NOAA to further our understanding of our planet and human society.

$2,000.00

$1,000.00

Burke, James

Interlake High School

S-22

Interlake Saints Robotics Club

9th-12th Collombs, s

Our mission is to help students experience the practical implementation of science and technology through the process of
constructing a robot, in hopes to interest them in the greater technological world. While we are known for our robotics assembly,
we honor the other aspects tied into the technological world, such as web development and applicable business skills.

S-23

Enhancing Student Learning Experiences and Orchestra
Performances through Professional Coaching

9th-12th Katsman, Shira

The aim of this project is to enhance the music education of the Interlake High School Orchestra students by providing them
them with clinics facilitated by professional musicians.

$750.00

S-24

New Graphic Novels for Interlake Library

9th-12th Nielsen, Kathleen

I would like to purchase a selection of new graphic novels for the Interlake library, including graphic adaptations of classic novels
and plays, as well as popular titles that appeal to teens.

$350.00

S-25

Maker Initiative

6th - 12th Peterson, Dan

S-26

PACIFIC Adaptive Living Skills Yoga Class

9th-12th Pak, Autumn

S-37

Odle Rocketry Seeks TARC Registration, TARC Materials, and
Club Efficiency

6th - 8th Williams, Brendan

Bellevue, Newport,
This initiative encourages students grades 6 - 12 to approach a hands-on learning with electrical engineering, 3D printing and
Sammamish, Odle, Highland coding. The money from the grant will go towards purchasing material required for engineering.
Yoga mats will be used to practice yoga or other exercises during adaptive living skills or relevant classes.
Odle, Sammamish,
Bellevue, Interlake

A TARC team needs a minimum of $1000 to design, build, fly and revise one of two TARC rockets and this grant request seeks
to offset this cost while also replacing and acquiring equipment to increase our club's efficiency.

$1,500.00

$600.00

$1,100.00
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International School
S-01

Commitment to Global Citizenship & Service

6th - 7th Shelton, Patty

S-27

Competition Fee Procurement for International School Titan
Robotics Club (TRC)

9th - 12th Holt, Lee

S-29

Minecraft for the Classroom

6th-7th

Odle, Chinook, Tyee, Highland, Students will learn what it means to be an informed and responsible citizen and commit their time and energy to serve the global
International, Tillicum
community.

McClure, Cheryl

$1,137.00

Each year the Titan Robotics Club participates in an extra-curricular robotics competition that augments the classroom learning
in STEM and business management.

$1,000.00

Minecraft embedded in curriculum can offer students the opportunity to create and work cooperatively and collaboratively within
a community, learn to problem solve elements of a project, produce an end product or structure, and learn the basics of coding
within Minecraft, thus this would serve as an introduction to Minecraft within science.

$500.00

Newport High School
S-30

Commissioned music based on historical figures in the Pacific
Northwest

S-31

Field Trips for Nanotechnology Class

S-32

SpectroVis Plus

9th-12th Baker, Melissa

As a teacher in the Bellevue School District for many years, I've been impressed with how advanced we are with technology, but
we are behind when it comes to our spectrophotometers. We still use instruments that stand-alone where many high schools
have spectrophotometers that connect to LabQuest & laptops. This would allow a further analysis of our results an the students
could collect and save data on their computers. They are incredibly powerful.

$1,000.00

S-33

Scholarships Transportation Funding for Newport Robotics Group

9th-12th Doran, Robert

We are requesting funds to supplement our scholarship program so all of our students can attend FIRST Robotics.

$1,000.00

S-34

Newport High School Band Clinicians

9th-12th

S-35

Marine Science Field Experience at Naturebridge, Olympic
National Park

6th-12th Gero, Christine

12th

10th 12th

NHS, BHS, SHS, IS, Odle,
Tyee, Chinook

Baker, Melissa

I am working on a project to have 3 pieces of music based on historical figures of the Pacific Northwest commissioned for 3
different orchestras of varying levels of playing ability.

$1,000.00

Take nanotechnology students on three field trips each semester: To UW's Center for Nanotechnology & Nano Fabrication
Facility (both Fall & Spring Semester Classes), Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center (Fall Semester), The UW Medical
Research Center (Spring Semester), Newport Heights Elementary (Fall), Somerset Elementary (Spring).

$750.00

Edwards, Cory;
Mahaffey, Todd

Students who participate in performance classes at Newport High School (Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, Concert Band,
Jazz Ensemble, and Percussion Ensemble) will receive small group/individual instruction from professional musicians to enhance
musicianship.

$750.00

Gray, Megan

Outdoor Field Laboratory experience for marine science students at Naturebridge campus in Olympic National Park

$500.00

Odle Middle School
S-01

Commitment to Global Citizenship & Service

S-02

A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution by Ji-Li Jiang

S-36

Odle Robotics Club

6th - 8th Westerside, Steve

S-37

Odle Rocketry Seeks TARC Registration, TARC Materials, and
Club Efficiency

6th - 8th Williams, Brendan

S-38

Payload Electronics Team

6th-8th

6th - 7th Shelton, Patty

7th

Shelton, Patty

Petoskey, Jim

Odle, Chinook, Tyee, Highland, Students will learn what it means to be an informed and responsible citizen and commit their time and energy to serve the global
International, Tillicum
community.

Highland, Odle, Tillicum,
Tyee, Chinook

Odle, Sammamish,
Bellevue, Interlake

$1,137.00

Red Scarf Girl author Ji-Li Jiang, will share her childhood experiences during the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution and host a Q
and A session at each middle school.

$2,000.00

Robotics club targeting underserved students who would normally not have this opportunity, with members who must be new or
beginners to robotics.

$1,000.00

A TARC team needs a minimum of $1000 to design, build, fly and revise one of two TARC rockets and this grant request seeks
to offset this cost while also replacing and acquiring equipment to increase our club's efficiency.

$1,100.00

Students will build Arduino-based sensor systems to collect, collate, and analyze telemetry data by launching their systems in
rockets. Student research will be submitted for publication in youth journals.

$500.00
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Sammamish High School
S-37

Odle Rocketry Seeks TARC Registration, TARC Materials, and
Club Efficiency

6th - 8th Williams, Brendan

S-39

Cultura Express

S-40

Sammamish High School FIRST Robotics Team #2412

S-41

Professional Musicians and Coaches for Sammamish High School
9th-12th Kam, Andrew
Orchestra

Odle, Sammamish,
Bellevue, Interlake

A TARC team needs a minimum of $1000 to design, build, fly and revise one of two TARC rockets and this grant request seeks
to offset this cost while also replacing and acquiring equipment to increase our club's efficiency.

$1,100.00

9th-12th Duimovic, Angelie

Through a quick and local access to authentic Spanish language novels, both Spanish speakers and Spanish learners can
access to the vast array of cultures of the Spanish speaking world, allowing them to organize a Hispanic cultural symposium.

$1,000.00

9th-12th Herzog, Kim

The team designs and builds a robot to participate in the Washington FIRST robotics district competitions.

$1,000.00

The purpose of this project is to provide SHS orchestra students supplemental instruction from professional musicians from our
community through coachings on instruments, and to complement the "ensemble" aspect taught in class by providing
"instrument-specific" tips and skills.

$1,000.00

Tillicum Middle School
S-01

Commitment to Global Citizenship & Service

S-02

A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution by Ji-Li Jiang

S-45

Near-space Satellite Atmospheric Research Project

6th - 7th Shelton, Patty

Odle, Chinook, Tyee, Highland, Students will learn what it means to be an informed and responsible citizen and commit their time and energy to serve the global
International, Tillicum
community.

$1,137.00

7th

Shelton, Patty

Highland, Odle, Tillicum,
Tyee, Chinook

Red Scarf Girl author Ji-Li Jiang, will share her childhood experiences during the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution and host a Q
and A session at each middle school.

$2,000.00

6th-8th

Burke, James

Tyee, Tillicum, Highland

Near-space research is an authentic activity that uses all the skills that comprise the STEM acronym and is used by NASA and
NOAA to further our understanding of our planet and human society.

$2,000.00

Tyee Middle School
S-01

Commitment to Global Citizenship & Service

S-02

A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution by Ji-Li Jiang

S-43

Seattle Shakespeare Company Residency at Tyee Middle School

6th-8th

S-44

Raku Firing Experience with Seattle Pottery Supply

6th - 8th Strimel, Jennifer

S-45

Near-space Satellite Atmospheric Research Project

6th-8th

6th - 7th Shelton, Patty

7th

Shelton, Patty

Odle, Chinook, Tyee, Highland, Students will learn what it means to be an informed and responsible citizen and commit their time and energy to serve the global
International, Tillicum
community.

$1,137.00

Highland, Odle, Tillicum,
Tyee, Chinook

Red Scarf Girl author Ji-Li Jiang, will share her childhood experiences during the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution and host a Q
and A session at each middle school.

$2,000.00

Professional actors will engage students in a hands-on workshop focusing on various elements of Shakespearean performance
(stage presence/staging: how the framing and staging of a scene helps tell the story, and scene studies: deep work into scene
interpretation, acting, and rewriting Shakespeare’s works to create student version of the play).

$1,000.00

Schropp, Danielle

Burke, James

Hiring a ceramics artist from Seattle Pottery Supply to conduct a Raku firing workshop for approximately 100 students per
workshop er semester.
Tyee, Tillicum, Highland

Near-space research is an authentic activity that uses all the skills that comprise the STEM acronym and is used by NASA and
NOAA to further our understanding of our planet and human society.

$650.00

$2,000.00

* Shared grant awards are split beween partner schools as outlined in their grant application.
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